MIGHTY SMALL MIGHTY BRIGHT
TODAY’S SCIENCE, TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY
WHAT IS IT?

Mighty Small Mighty Bright is a touring exhibition developed by MOTAT,
the Dodd-Walls Centre, The MacDiarmid Institute, and Otago Museum.
Visitors explore this hands-on exhibition which looks at the scientific areas of
photonics, advanced materials, and nanotechnology.

AUDIENCE

Mighty Small Mighty Bright is targeted at families with children aged 8-12.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Have fun. Be inspired by science.
See that New Zealand scientists are leading the way.

SIZE

c.100 – 250 sq. m. (exhibition is modular and very scalable)

DESIGN

Lycra covered alloy frames create the ‘walls’ of the exhibition that surround the
folding interactive stations made from ply.

CONTENT SUMMARY

12 interactive stations, each exploring a different aspect of the
scientific content.
A video showreel (c.7 minutes) showing the work of each of the 2 research
institutes who have developed the show with MOTAT and Otago Museum.

CONTACT

Rebecca Britt Exhibitions Manager, MOTAT.
rebecca.britt@motat.org.nz
021 659 155

CONTENT DETAIL
The exhibition is in two sections:
1. ‘Back to basics’ - Basic ideas and principles behind the relevant scientific fields.

2. Out there tech - Intro

2. ‘Out there tech’ - How Kiwi scientists are applying this science and technology in the real world.

What are we going to do with all this science? Laboratories
across New Zealand and the globe put this science to use,
creating incredible new technology. Sometimes, that technology
can even lead to new scientific discoveries and the whole cycle
starts again.

1. Back to Basics – Intro
Photonics, advanced materials, and nanotechnology are some
of the world’s most exciting scientific fields. But what exactly
are they? It’s scientists looking at the behaviour of light,
specially designed materials and tiny particles, then figuring
out what awesome things they can do with them. And there’s
people doing all this right now, right here in Aotearoa.
Interactives:
TO THE VISIBLE, AND BEYOND! – Explore the electromagnetic
spectrum (EM). Visitors can see how different light sources
are made up of different parts of the EM by reflecting them
through a spectrometer to see different colours.
CATCH SOME RAYS – Visitors can play with prisms, lenses and
filters to see how light can be bent and redirected.
LITTLE WONDER – An introduction to nanotechnology.
Visitors can slide magnets up and down three jars, each
containing magnetic material with particles of a different size
to demonstrate the effect this has on the particles’ behaviour.
THE RIGHT STUFF – An introduction to advanced materials and
the idea of designing a material for a super specific purpose
to do the best job it possibly could. On display are examples of
a flexible solar panel, superconductor, and a giant tooth with
anti-bacterial silver particles.

(The following four interactives could be removed for
a smaller venue)
MAKING IT (NOT) STICK? – This interactive explores how
scientists make hydrophobic surfaces. Visitors can activate
a fountain demonstrating this principle as well as view slow
motion videos from a laboratory.
CLOAKING DEVICE – This interactive invites visitors to
look through a row of lenses that are arranged to redirect
light so that when placing an object at the other end, it seems
to disappear.
A HAUNTING GLOW – Visitors can press a button to make a bulb
appear – except that the bulb is only a reflection of one inside
the interactive. The ghostly apparition is a fun introduction to
optical tweezing.
CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR EYES? – Exploring how our eyes
interpret light and colour, visitors step into this ‘room’ wholly lit
by a light source made of a single wavelength of light. Printed
images on the wall appear very strange until visitors flash a
regular torch onto them to resume ‘normal’ daylight colours.

The discoveries made at The MacDiarmid Institute and the
Dodd-Walls Centre get used all over the world. The technology
spun out from their experiments finds its way to farms, city
streets and even classrooms. What will they think of next?
SHAKING UP THE APPLE INDUSTRY – By firing a laser at apples,
scientists create mini earthquakes on an apple’s surface and can
decide how ripe they are. The apple quaker could shake up the
whole apple industry.
SMART SCIENCE . . . BETTER MILK – Kiwi company Orbis
Diagnostics have enabled farmers to test their cows’ milk easily
in the field. The interactive allows visitors to spin a big disc to
explore the principles of microfluidics behind the technology.

Catch some Rays - prisms, lenses and filters to see how light can be bent
and redirected.

CLEARING THE AIR – Kiwi company Aeroqual have made handheld
air quality monitors. Look inside at the amazing tech that makes
them tick.
GLOWING RESULTS – Biochemists use phosphorescence for
many applications. Explore this by shining a light onto the
specially painted wall to see the phosphorescent results.
HOUSE OF THE FUTURE – Inspired by the real-world examples in the
exhibition, visitors take the lead and look to the future.
A touch screen interactive lest you build your high-tech dream home,
and pencils and paper are on hand for you to share your amazing
invention ideas.

Glowing Results - phosphorescent wall

Can you believe your eyes? - monochrome room

Clearing the air - Aeroqual handheld air quality monitors
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